
distance from 
Mordor  

(goal)
 over time

groups moving 
together 
towards 
Mordor

how to end 
the line? 
Death of 
character

groups at 
different 
locations

transitions 
between and 

within continent 
AND country of 

the different 
groups

Overlap of 
the groups 

in same 
concert

switch 
views/transitions 
to focus on one 
main continent 
OR one main 

band

Coverage of 
trips, frequent 

patterns, 
duration of 

stay

Robert : question for 
next time:

habits and patterns. 
Absolute time? time 
spent? frequency? 

special events? 
Distance? Coverage

How do our 
travel 

patterns 
intertwine?

How to show the 
significance of 

recurring travel 
during specific 
time periods?

How to encode 
geographical 
position and 
time in a 2D 

space?

Fanis:
Band overlap? 
Division and 

transitions between 
continents (local / 
global)? Back and  

forth?

How to encode 
time 

differently 
than x y 

coordinates?

Julia: see places 
on the map? 

people in 
specific places?  
2D informations

Robert: focusing on a specific time range, 
movement patterns of all three (ideally 
when  the meet each other). Focus on 

frequent patterns + space?

Fanis: How can we express the 
continent/country transitions, frequent 

patterns or long durations, but also show 
2D relationship?

Julia: how to see the relationships on the 
places I've heard about, on a map? Can 
we still have the distance information?

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Round 1

Round 1

GolinaAnastasia

Vanessa

Round 2 Round 3

Round 2 Round 3

Adding People in time. 
Distance?

Spatial 
relationships/geography

Robert: within 1 year 
(?) how do your 
travel patterns 

intertwine? (can we 
keep coverage and 
repeating pattens)

Robert:
- Distance, how far where 
you from each other?
- Geographical info about 
the  place s you visited 
(continent / country)?
- Distance, how far did 
everyone travel ?

Fanis:  patterns of 
transitions within 
country/continent (
with map 
information).

Fanis: 
- coverage of countries
- adjacency,  concerts 
close in location
- frequency /patterns, 
revisiting cities (related 
to their base?)

Julia: How did the 
characters move across the 
map and did they continue 
to reduce distance to 
Mordor? Who took the 
most detours/inefficient 
route?

Julia:
- Coverage, did the visit a 
lot of Middle Earth, who 
visited most places ?
- What was the distance 
between characters, how 
far away where they from 
each other?

Visualizing relationships between people 
over time and space

Session 2

Robert

Julia

Fanis

Today you'll make 2 sketches, in 20 min each

Answer the questions & pick inspiration cards

If you're curious, these are the 

sketches we made

How do your loved ones individual travel patterns intertwine?

Look at 1 year of data, keep your focus on coverage and repeating patterns.

Choose one question:

Which continents, countries, and areas have your loved ones visited? (add more geographical info)

How far away are you and your loved ones from each other at any point during that year?

How far did you loved ones travel?

1.

2.

3.

How do the characters move across the map on their journey towards 

Mordor? Who took the most detours/the most inefficient route?

Choose one question:

How much of Middle Earth did each character visit? Who visited most places?

How far away from each other were the different characters at any point?

1.

2.

What are the patterns to how the bands move within and across countries and continents? Choose one question:

How much of the USA do the bands visit on their tours?

When are consecutive concerts close in location?

What are the patterns in the locations of the concerts? How 

are they related to the home cities of the bands?

1.

2.

3.

Most rewarding / 
inserting aspect? 
Most challenging? 

Did cards help? 
Design use

Colors for 
people 

(black, blue, 
pencil)

No time, but 
frequency, 
number of 
return trips

Can quickly see 
what continents 

each person 
spent most time 

in

Also easy to 
see which 
person did 

most return 
trips

How to 
add 

time?

tried to keep 
one place to 

revisit.  Try to 
distinct home

Circle symbols 
differentiate 

between home 
and visiting ~ time 

scale of visit

This is 
for one 
person

Alternative: 
use horizontal 
lines for each 

place

New 
observation: 
how much 

time is there 
between visits?

Space between 
dashes on lines 
shows efficiency 
→ the bigger the 

gaps, the less 
efficient

Shows 
detours Difficult to 

quantify 
efficiency

Shows 
time 

indirectly

Circle 
represents 

story time, the 
whole book

Frodo is at the 
center, the lines 

show the distance 
of the other 

characters from 
frodo

Requires 
interaction: 

change who is 
placed in the 

middle

More 
trajectory- 

based

timescale 
respective to each 

band, and we 
know time when 
bands (colored 
lines) overlap

frequency of 
changing continent 

is not high so 
solution is one 

transition. Jump 
between continents 
start from a month

Shows the 
data for 

one band

Added the 
cities, 

within the 
continents

Robert 
liked 

this one

Julia was 
inspired 

by this one

Line 
wiggles/curvat
ure could also 

indicate 
inefficiency

Mix 
between 
timeline 

and graph

Different 
visualizations for 

continents VS 
within continents 

→ hybrid 
visualizations

Internal 
maps that 
are also 

timelines

Timeline 
follows the 

trajectory/path

Anastasia Bezerianos
G.Hulstein


